Project Engineer
Competence and thoroughness
AST Turbo AG (www.ast-turbo.com) is a young, extremely successful company that
has made an excellent name for itself as a service provider in the energy sector and
hydrocarbon processing industry. From installation and commissioning to maintenance
and modernisation, the company stands for innovation, competence and professionalism. Its ability to perfectly align services to the needs of the industry has made it
a preferred partner for a global clientele. Over the last few years, the company has
developed very positively, and there are further stages of growth still to come.
Your challenge: You will ensure that the project is carried out in line with customer
specifications while also guaranteeing adherence to quality guidelines. Your remit
includes technical documentation from the quote through to handover to the customer.
You will also coordinate the cooperation among internal and external stakeholders.
Your profile: You have supplemented your basic technical training in the industrial
environment with a bachelor’s degree in mechanical engineering / process engineering
(or equivalent technical qualification). Experience in plant engineering in the oil and
gas or energy industry – ideally in turbines/compressors – forms the foundation.
In-depth CAD knowledge is essential. Fluent in business English.
What we offer: You will become part of a motivated, straightforward team, work with
experienced experts and have the chance to develop further over the long term. In a
company that is on the way up with a culture of dynamism, humanity and flexibility.
You will have scope for individual influence and various opportunities to make a difference.
Your commitment will be rewarded with attractive employment conditions. Working location:
Altendorf (SZ).
We look forward to receiving your application. For further information, please
contact us at +41 (0)52 203 00 10. Please send your completed documents to
bewerbungen@nietlispach.com with the reference number ENR2220.
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